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Abstract

The Ravenscar profile was a qualitative leap in the development of single-processor hard real-time systems with certification requirements. But nowadays more and more safety-critical systems are distributed, so a new Ada profile is needed for multi-node applications. This work discusses the restrictions and additions to the language needed to certify and obtain the required predictability and timeliness in a high-integrity hard real-time Ada distributed application.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, several types of High-Integrity Systems (HIS)—specially safety-critical ones—have hard real-time requirements and must execute in an embedded distributed hardware. A distributed system is not only needed when different parts of the system are physically distant. It also provides better fault-tolerance, isolates applications with different criticalities among the nodes, and gives more processing power than a single CPU.

The Ravenscar profile was designed for HIS with strict temporal requirements [6], and where response-time analysis (RTA) methods [10] are needed, easing the development and certification of those types of systems. It was one of the major additions to Ada 2005 [1], and there are multiple commercial implementations [3]. However, the profile was targeted for mono-processors and thus no special support was designed for the development of distributed systems.

Although the Distributed Systems Annex (DSA) is not forbidden in the Ravenscar profile defined in Ada 2005 [9, § D.13.1] it presents some problems that make this Annex E inadequate for hard real-time distributed systems [14]. This is not surprising because the DSA was designed for general purpose distributed systems, although the implementors are allowed to extend and adapt the annex with new functionality and rules [9, § E.2(14), E.2.1(8.b), E.5(26), E.5(27.1/2)].

Therefore, Ravenscar applications can currently use the DSA in a “portable” way only for non real-time communication with other nodes. The goal of this paper is to restrict the DSA following the philosophy of the Ravenscar profile to enable the certification of the middleware, to achieve the required degree of predictability and timeliness, and to discuss the most important additions needed for the development of distributed hard real-time safety-critical systems.

This paper covers distributed applications running on a physically distributed system (different computing nodes connected through a bus or a local network), or on the same node (logical partitions, like ARINC-653). The existence of a reliable hard real-time communication network is of paramount importance. However, this paper is not aimed at multi-processor systems, except if each partition can execute only in the same CPU (i.e. no ‘task migration’).

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work, including the scheduling theory. Section 3 discusses the advantages and disadvantages of different distribution mechanisms used by the software industry. Section 4 defines a set of restrictions for building safety-critical distributed systems, while section 5 talks about the implementation requirements. Section 6 presents two use cases. Finally, section 7 summarizes the main conclusions of this work.

2. Related work

This paper builds upon current advances in scheduling theory for distributed hard real-time systems. Tindell and Clark [24] extended the response time analysis techniques used for single processors to distributed systems, introducing the concept of holistic schedulability. Later, Palencia
and González Harbour [16] improved the technique to reduce the pessimism of transactions.

Work about adapting the Ada distributed system annex for real-time systems includes past IRTAW sessions [14][7] and two different implementations: RT-GLADE [13], a research real-time implementation of the DSA, and PolyORB [25], a commercial real-time middleware with different distribution models, including RT-CORBA and the DSA.

Finally, there is also some research about the specific topic of Ravenscar compliant distributed systems. On the one hand, some middlewares are implemented using the Ravenscar profile —PolyORB, mentioned above, and DEAR-COTS [18], a distribution framework mainly designed for fault tolerance—and on the other hand work by Audsley and Wellings [4] in IRTAW 2000 about using the DSA and Ravenscar for High-Integrity Systems.

3. Selection of a distribution mechanism

Different distribution mechanisms for Ada are currently used in industry, some of them for specific environments (e.g. SOIS [19] for the space domain, or MPI [23] for scientific computations) while others are multi-purpose, like the Real-Time Common Object Request Broker Architecture (Real-Time CORBA), the Data Distribution Service (DDS), or the Distribute Systems Annex (DSA). The standard distribution mechanism of Ada has different advantages and disadvantages with respect to other middlewares.

3.1. DSA advantages

The Distributed Systems Annex is integrated in the language since Ada 95, and was designed for a wide variety of distributed systems. It is easy to learn [11], and a full distributed application can be developed very quickly adding only some categorization pragmas to specific library units, and specifying the location of each partition using the configuration file. Automatic consistency checks at the start of the application ensure the binary compatibility of each partition [9, § E.3(6)].

Every distributed application is also a valid centralized program, therefore the same application can be first compiled and tested as a single binary and later the exactly same source code can be compiled as a distributed program [9, § E(7)]. This is very useful during the development stage, because debugging a distributed application is far more difficult than a centralized one. Although this can also be achieved using other distribution mechanisms it would require the modification of the source code (and thus bugs can be introduced in the process).

Other advantages of the distribution model (categorization pragmas versus the API of other middlewares) are the compiler checks among partitions for code verification and optimization [9, § E(8)], and for external tools like the SPARK examiner [5], which does not need to be modified to analyze the application. It should be investigated whether the DSA facilitates writing a tool to obtain the temporal model of a system from the source code.

The DSA provides multiple communication paradigms including message passing, distributed shared memory [12], remote procedure calls, and distributed objects. The Ada specification specifies a standard communication subsystem (System.RPC), but implementations are free to generate calling stubs that leverage other underlying middlewares [9, § E.5(27.b/2)] (e.g. DSA implementations exits for CORBA, web services [25] or Java RMI [17]). Each partition has an independent run-time system thanks to the purity rules enforced by the categorization pragmas.

3.2. DSA disadvantages

However, the DSA has also some problems. It was not designed for real-time communication, in opposition with DDS, RT-CORBA, or SOIS. It has also limited vendor support, and there are only a few research and commercial implementations, while CORBA or SOIS have even implementations for safety-critical software.

Although the Ada 95 language designers created a modular scheme to encourage that the compiler and communication subsystem were created by different vendors, in practice there is no interoperability among the implementations. And consistency checks make difficult the implementation of open systems and dynamic services.

Like in other distribution mechanisms (e.g. Java RMI), remote tagged objects cannot migrate to other nodes (they must be limited) so remote dispatching operations are always served by the node that created such tagged object. However, in RMI there is a default serialization for all types, but in the DSA the application programmer must provide the code for the marshalling and unmarshalling of data involving some access types—e.g. a linked list.

The purity rules are very strict, and only preelaborated types can be transferred. For example, no standard time type can be used in a remote operation, the application programmer is forced to define one. In practice, purity rules difficult the reuse of code not designed for a distributed application. However, the same applies to the rest of distribution mechanisms.

Finally, the DSA does not provide the Publish/Subscribe [20] communication paradigm, in opposition with DDS. This is an efficient real-time communication paradigm that allows multicast communications, and thus it is very interesting for control systems (especially since the schedulability analysis of multi-event synchronization can be achieved [8]).
3.3. Distribution mechanism chosen

Some of the above disadvantages are not intrinsic to the definition of the DSA but implementation dependent, like interoperability or real-time communication support. The ARM allows the addition of new rules, categorization pragmas, or interfaces of new distribution services. But it is worth noting that if those services are not standarized vendors have little motivation to implement them.

However, some of those disadvantages are not a problem for a HIS. For example, although CORBA offers better interoperability among different vendors this is not usually a core concern in a HIS because the developers have more control over the whole software stack. Although complex distributed high-integrity systems are usually developed by more than one contractor, each safety-critical subsystem is made by only one.

Reuse of past code written in different languages is also desirable, but for HISs the testing and certification steps are more costly. As said above, the DSA simplifies testing because exactly the same source code can be tested as a distributed or centralized program, and certification is easier thanks to the whole application checks and because less code is written due to its higher abstraction level compared to the others communication mechanism (on the other hand, if more code is generated the programmer has less control of the code, so this should be further investigated).

Some DSA problems found in Ada 95 has been fixed in the technical corrigendum 1 (like some defects related with heterogeneous systems [2]) and in Ada 2005 (more implementation freedom because it is not required to use the partition communication subsystem interface defined in System.RPC). In summary, the DSA is a good foundation for the development of distributed systems, namely HIS ones. In the next section we will discuss the specific problems that must be fixed in the DSA to be able to develop a hard real-time distributed HIS.

4. Restrictions

The Annex E is not disallowed in the Ravenscar profile as defined in Ada 2005. Moreover, at least one of the DSA implementations —PolyORB— can be configured to be Ravenscar compliant. However, the language standard is not designed for distributed real-time systems, so a set of changes is needed to adapt the Annex E to safety-critical distributed systems with hard deadlines.

Some features needed for basic real-time communication were proposed in the past, like messages priorities [14] or non-blocking asynchronous RPCs [7]. These were successfully implemented in RT-GLADE [13], a research real-time DSA prototype. In the future, another desirable addition would be Publish/Subscribe, but the compatibility with the current distribution model should be further investigated.

But for high-integrity systems additional restrictions are needed if the code must be certified, and also to predict if all deadlines will be met. We will restrict the DSA according to current response time analysis theory for distributed systems. The objective is to introduce the minimum restrictions to retain the required programming expressiveness and to permit the reuse of existing code.

4.1. Compulsory restrictions

The restrictions were designed to obtain the required degree of predictability and timeliness needed in a hard real-time system, and to simplify the implementation of a safety-critical middleware, thus easing its certification. In some cases, a restriction could also be introduced to increase performance. And because implementors do not want to maintain more than one specialized run-time, the restrictions must also be compatible with the existing Ravenscar profile. This is the set of restrictions proposed:

- **No remote access types**: A connection for each remote operation is created at elaboration time between the sender and receiver partitions. It is never closed, and new connections should not be established after elaboration time to avoid an excessive blocking time (e.g., similar to the No_Local_Protected_Objects, or No_Task_Allocators restrictions). Therefore, the exact number of interconnections must be known at compile time (actually when the distributed application is configured [9, § E.1(15)], just before the binary for each partition is generated). This can be hard to predict if remote-access-types (access types to remote subprograms and to remote class-wide-types) are allowed. Another advantage is that the set of resources needed for all connections can be predicted at compile time.

- **No concurrent remote calls**: For predictability reasons, a remote operation cannot be called while processing a past invocation (to the same remote subprogram). This implies there is no wait queue in every remote operation, easing the response time analysis. This is similar to the existing restriction Max_Entry_Queue_Length => 1. Another advantage derived from this rule is the absence of loops in the call graph, so no distributed deadlock can occur [21] if there is one RPC handler for each operation of the interface (static allocation of incoming operations, i.e., there is no thread pool). Violations to this rule cannot be detected by the compiler, only at run-time or with tools similar to the SPARK examiner.

- **Coordinated elaboration**: A distributed application cannot start until all its partitions had been elaborated.
The DSA is designed for general purpose distributed systems, where some partitions can start executing before others, for example in a client-server scheme [9, § E.1(13)]. However, in a real-time system it is not acceptable to enqueue a remote call until the invoked partition completes its elaboration [9, § E.4(14)]. It also implies that there is a static number of partitions at compilation time. This restriction is similar to the sequential elaboration policy specified by the Ada 2005 pragma Partition_Elaboration_Policy, but it should be noted that this pragma (from Annex H) is not required by the Ravenscar profile.

One implication of the first restriction is that it would disallow the distributed object paradigm. Other concern about no dynamic connections is how to achieve fault tolerance, one of the potential advantages of a distributed system. Transparent partition replication can be the answer (integrating a framework for fault tolerance directly in the DSA implementation instead of in each application [18]), but this issue must be further investigated.

The second restriction is needed for predictability reasons, as done to protected objects when removing the entry queue. And if only one task can be associated with a protected entry, the same also applies with each remote subprogram. Note that local deadlocks where avoided in Ravenscar thanks to the Priority Ceiling Protocol, so the absence of all types of deadlocks is an interesting property for High-Integrity Systems.

It should be noticed that partition termination is already disallowed: In the full DSA a partition can terminate either because all their tasks have finished or when its environment task is aborted. But this cannot happen in this high-integrity DSA because both restrictions are already enforced by the Ravenscar profile (No_Task_Termination and No_Abort_Statements). No partition termination implies that a remote subprogram call cannot be cancelled [9, § E.4(13)], simplifying the implementation of the middleware.

4.2. Optional restrictions

Other restrictions were considered but later discarded because —although useful for some types of high-integrity systems— are not essential to perform a response time analysis of the system or to simplify the implementation of the run-time:

- **Synchronous calls**: if only asynchronous communication is allowed then the RTA is simplified, but this will reduce the programming expressiveness. Audsley [4] proposed to disallow synchronous calls to avoid excessive blocking time, but newer RTA methods reduce the pessimism introduced in that situations [16]. However, only asynchronous operations should be used if the distributed application is implemented in SPARK. Otherwise, an exception can be raised if there is a communication error while performing a synchronous call.

- **Nested calls**: if a synchronous remote subprogram cannot perform another (blocking) remote call before returning to the caller (a chain of calls) the response-time analysis is greatly simplified. However, the programming expressiveness will be also greatly reduced, and although no nested calls is a sufficient condition to avoid distributed deadlocks, they are already avoided if concurrent calls are disallowed.

- **Complex interpartition communication**: if unconstrained types or complex data structures (e.g. linked list) are used as parameters in a remote operation, it could be impossible to calculate the size of the maximum message. But these types (if correctly used) do not necessarily introduce any schedulability problems, and the programming expressiveness would be greatly reduced if this restriction is introduced.

Ravenscar deals with concurrent code, and disallowing the transmission of these types would be equivalent to restrict a sequential construct. The application programmer should be allowed to have dynamic size messages, but depending on the level of certification required these types can be disallowed with the aid of external ASIS tools.

It is worth noting that the programmer must provide the adequate marshalling and unmarshalling code (‘Read and ‘Write attributes) for types composed by non-remote access types (see example 1). Therefore the programmer is aware of the serialization costs, and the run-time does not have to handle the serialization of complex data (like recursive types [22]). Note that remote access to wide-access types has no serialization problems because they must be limited. They are not disallowed due to serialization costs but to avoid dynamic connections.

4.3. Supported features

To summarize, the distribution features supported are:

- **Passive partitions**: shared passive or pure packages including atomic and volatile variables, and protected objects (without entries).

- **Static remote subprogram calls**: remote type packages as restricted above, and remote call interface library units.

- **Unconstrained parameters**: unconstrained types and (non-remote) access types are allowed in remote calls.

- **Synchronous and asynchronous communication**: Synchronous communication for active and passive
partitions, and pragma Asynchronous to enable asynchronous communication. Pragma All_Calls_Remote is also allowed, useful mainly for code debugging.

5. Implementation requirements

It is desirable that a task invoking a remote operation does not delegate the message generation (including data marshalling, message partitioning, composition of message headers, and even message queueing) to another task to avoid priority inversion. The network is usually non-preemptable, so total priority inversion is in general not possible but it can be bounded. The receiver should then process each call with the priority specified in the message.

Each remote operation should be processed in the called partition by a specific thread, including each instantiation of a generic remote call interface (probably each generic instantiation will be in different active partitions, but when more than one is located in the same partition a common thread for each operation is not allowed). Therefore, the ARM requirement to have a reentrant RPC handler is no longer needed in this restricted DSA.

The Program_Error exception is sent back to the caller in the case the destination thread is still processing another call, as done in the Ravenscar profile for tasks trying to access an entry of a protected object in which another task is already waiting. This cannot be detected at the calling partition, only when the calling petition arrives to the server, wasting some bandwidth. However, this should only happen in the testing phase because it implies that the program is erroneous.

It should be noticed that each partition can still have an independent run-time system. No clock synchronization is needed because the communication is message oriented [15, p. 1.27], but of course a mechanism to obtain a certain degree of common time is desirable in a real-time system. This should be further investigated.

The implementation must document the communication process, specifying if any step is delegated by another task in the caller or called partition. It must be further investigated the metrics that should be documented by the implementation.

6. Examples

6.1. Fault-Tolerant inter-node communication

In the first use case the Flight Management System communicates with different nodes, either using a high-speed network, or through a bus (when the bandwidth requirements are low). The communication links are replicated for fault-tolerance: To recover from transmission errors, and to tolerate a broken link.

In the code of example 1 the Flight Management System communicates with the Flight Plan Manager and with the fuel-level sensor. The fuel-level sensor has low bandwidth and CPU requirements, executing over a microcontroller (minimal run-time system, no tasking). The sensors are also replicated. The Flight Plan Manager sometimes has high-bandwidth requirements because in this example it must transfer the complete planned route as a linked list to the Flight Management System.

In our fictitious DSA implementation the middleware handles transparently the replicated networks. But it should be noticed that the replicated sensors are managed by specific application code and not by the DSA implementation.

6.2. Criticality segregation

Usually, the software of a high-integrity system has different criticality levels. For example, Level A code is considered mission critical, while Level B code will not lead to catastrophic events if the software fails. A lower criticality level implies less certification requirements, and thus different verification and validation costs.

In this use case two hypothetical applications of different criticality levels execute in the same hardware node, a common approach in Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA). The RTOS provides a different memory space and CPU budget for each one, and a shared memory region for communication between them. In the DSA terminology, each application is an active partition, while the shared memory region is a passive partition [9, § E.1(2)].

As can be seen in the example 2, the Flight Management System writes the telemetry data in the passive partition (pragma Shared_Passive), while a task of the lower criticality partition updates the displays. In our hypothetical DSA implementation the Level A partition can be configured to have R/W access to the passive partition and read access only to the Level B partition. Therefore both applications are completely isolated (so they can be certified at different criticality levels) while the communication is very fast and completely asynchronous.

7. Conclusions and future work

This position paper has discussed the changes needed in the Ada Distributed Systems Annex (DSA) for developing safety-critical distributed systems. Although currently the DSA cannot be used in a distributed system with hard real-time communication requirements, it is argued that the Annex E is more adequate for this kind of High-Integrity Systems than other industrial middlewares.

This paper briefly describes some of the real-time capabilities needed for basic real-time communication, and restricts the DSA to enable certification and to obtain the
required degree of predictability and timeliness. The result-
ing profile is compatible with Ravenscar, and it is believed
it has enough programming expressiveness for the devel-
opment of complex safety-critical hard real-time embedded
distributed systems.

Finally, some topics like the documentation require-
ments and fault-tolerance (probably through transparent
replication) must be further investigated. And a prototype
is needed in the future to validate the proposed distribution
mechanism, and to prove whether it can be successfully im-
plemented and certified.
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**Example 1. Internode communication.** Of course, a Remote Call Interface is assigned only to one active partition. A Remote Types unit is needed in this example because access types cannot be declared in a Remote Call Interface.

---

**Node 1**

```ada
package Sensors.Fuel is
  pragma Remote_Call_Interface;

  type Fuel_Level is delta 0.001 range 0.0 .. 100.0;
  function Current_Fuel_Level return Fuel_Level;
end;
```

---

**Node 2**

```ada
with GPS;
with Ada.Streams;
package Routing is
  pragma Remote_Types;

  type Flight_Plan is private;
  procedure Flight_Plan_Write (Stream : not null access Ada.Streams.Root_Stream_Type `Class;
    Item : in Flight_Plan);
  procedure Flight_Plan_Read (Stream : not null access Ada.Streams.Root_Stream_Type `Class;
    Item : out Flight_Plan);
  for Flight_Plan `Write use Flight_Plan_Write; — user-defined marshalling
  for Flight_Plan `Read use Flight_Plan_Read; — user-defined unmarshalling

  private
    type Flight_Plan is record — Linked list
      Waypoint : GPS.Coordinates;
      Next : access Flight_Plan;
    end record;
end;
```

---

**Node 3**

```ada
with Sensors.Fuel;
with Routing;
with Flight_Plan_Management;
procedure Flight_Management_System is
  Route : Routing.Flight_Plan;
  — ...
begin
  loop
    — ...
    — ...
    Flight_Plan_Management.Planned.Route (Route);
    — ...
  end loop;
end;
```
Example 2. Criticality segregation. A Shared Passive unit can be assigned only to one partition because it has state and can declare public variables. It is preelaborated, and can depend only on Pure units or other Shared Passive packages.

---

*Shared memory area partitions Level A and B*

with Instruments;

package Telemetry is

  pragma Shared_Passive;

  Current_Altitude : Instruments.Altitude;
  Current_Latitude : Instruments.Latitude;
  Current_Longitude : Instruments.Longitude;
  Current_TAS : Instruments.True_Airspeed;

  pragma Atomic (Current_Altitude);
  pragma Atomic (Current_Latitude);
  pragma Atomic (Current_Longitude);
  pragma Atomic (Current_TAS);

end Telemetry;

---

*Partition Level B*

with Telemetry;

package body Displays is

  task body Display_Manager is
    begin
      loop
        Print_Display1 (Telemetry.Current_Altitude,
                        Telemetry.Current_Latitude,
                        Telemetry.Current_Longitude,
                        Telemetry.Current_TAS);

      end loop;
    end;

end Displays;

---

*Partition Level A*

with Telemetry;

with Sensors.Altitude;

procedure Flight_Management_System is

  begin
    loop
    end loop;

end Flight_Management_System;